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In production since , the MKX "X" stands for "crossover" is the first crossover SUV offered by
the Lincoln brand; it is currently in its second generation. The second generation is currently in
production, based on the CD4 platform. As Lincoln is phasing out its use of "MK" model names,
as part of a mid-cycle update for the model year, the MKX adopted the Lincoln Nautilus
nameplate. The Aviator Concept also differed from the production model stylistically and with
its panoramic sunroof. The production model received the MKX nameplate, with Lincoln
management suggesting a "mark ex" pronunciation during the auto show circuit, which was
then changed to the phonetic M-K-X. In addition to the chrome grille, the MKX's front fascia
features projector-beam headlight assemblies with standard chrome-accented fog lights
mounted in the lower fascia. The MKX features an optional adaptive headlight system that
pivots the aim of the light projectors to match the steering inputs of the driver. The optional
sunroof, marketed as a Panoramic Vista Roof , is the production version of the glass roof
feature shown on the Aviator Concept. The Vista Roof features a forward power sunroof and a
fixed rear moonroof with dual power sunshades. The interior of the MKX features leather
seating surfaces and wood accents in the steering wheel, dash area, and door panels. Interior
options include power driver and passenger lumbar supports, heated front seats, heated and
cooled front seats separate option , heated rear seats, an Easy Fold automatic folding
second-row seat, a reverse sensing system, a power liftgate, a DVD-based navigation system,
Sirius satellite radio , and a THX II-Certified audio system with 14 speakers. MKX's safety
features include a tire pressure monitoring system, three-point seat belts, dual front-side
airbags, front seat-deployed side airbags, and Safety Canopy curtain airbags. As a rebadged
variant of the Ford Edge, the MKX also shares Ford's CD3 platform, unibody construction,
four-wheel independent suspension with a MacPherson strut front suspension with L-shaped
lower control arms and a four-link rear suspension with stamped steel control blades and
monotube shocks. Both the front and rear suspensions feature an isolated subframe and
stabilizer bar. Front-wheel drive is standard and all-wheel drive is optional. The MKX comes with
standard inch machined aluminum wheels with inch chrome wheels optional. The sole
powertrain in the MKX is an all- aluminum , 3. For changes for the MKX included Lincoln badges
added near the front doors as well as Ford Sync , Limited Edition and Monochromatic Limited
Edition packages with unique styling elements and inch chrome wheels, and a voice-activated
DVD navigation system. Previously optional features that were now standard included
AdvanceTrac with RSC, a reverse sensing system, Sirius satellite radio, the THX II-Certified
audio system, heated and cooled front seats, and driver and passenger power lumbar supports.
No major changes were made for the MKX. For the model year, the MKX was refreshed with a
new interior, a new front-end resembling the â€” MKZ, a new rear end and a 3. The production
model was revealed at the North American International Auto Show and officially went on sale in
the fall of as a model. The standard engine is the Duratec 3. Trim levels include Premiere,
Select, Reserve and top level Black Label, which is three special appearance packages, a
tradition started with the Designer Editions in The transmission is no longer activated with a
center console installed transmission selector ; the computer controlled transmission uses
buttons installed to the left of the MyLincoln Touch infotainment touch screen labeled "P, R, N,
D, S", a revival of an approach used in the s by the Chrysler push button PowerFlite and the
Packard Touchbutton Ultramatic. The "S" transmission selection represents "Sport" mode,
where the Continuously Controlled Damping suspension, electric power steering and
transmission shift points take on a different posture. For the model year, the second-generation
MKX underwent a mid-cycle revision, taking on the Lincoln Nautilus nameplate. A hp 2. An
8-speed automatic transmission is paired to both engines replacing the previous 6-speed. For
the model year, the Nautilus was once again refreshed with a new interior similar to the new
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line of luxury cars that was produced by the Lincoln division of Ford from to Following the
discontinuation of the Model K after , Lincoln shifted its production exclusively to the
Lincoln-Zephyr design; after World War II, the Zephyr name was dropped, lasting through The
Lincoln-Zephyr would serve as the basis of the first Lincoln Continental , the longest-running
nameplate of the Lincoln brand. The model line was powered by a V12 engine , in contrast to the
V8 and inline-8 engines of its competitors. Introduced on November 2, , [3] as a model, the
Lincoln-Zephyr was extremely modern with a low raked windscreen, integrated fenders, and
streamlined aerodynamic design, which influenced the name "zephyr", derived from the Greek
word zephyrus , or the god of the west wind. It was one of the first successful streamlined cars
after the Chrysler Airflow 's market resistance, and the concept car Pierce Silver Arrow , which
never went into production. In fact, the Lincoln-Zephyr actually had a lower coefficient of drag
than the Airflow, due in part to the prow -like front grille on the Zephyr, reflecting the popularity
of leisure speedboats like Chris-Craft. The Lincoln-Zephyr succeeded in reigniting sales at
Lincoln dealerships in the late s, and from model year, all Lincolns were Zephyr-based [4] and
the Lincoln-Zephyr marque was phased out. Annual production for any year model was not
large, but accounted for a large portion of the Lincoln brand's sales. The Zephyr name,
however, was no longer used after , with the cars simply called Lincolns. The idea of a smaller
and more modern luxury car to fill the gap in Lincoln's traditional lineup was revisited in the
Lincoln Lido The Lido was the same size as other two-door Lincolns, though [6] , Lincoln
Versailles , Continental , and Lincoln LS. The Zephyr name was resurrected in for the car's
spiritual successor, the Zephyr , which was quickly renamed the MKZ for When the last Lincoln
V Model K had been delivered on January 24, , [11] the Lincoln Motor Company was soon to be
transformed into Lincoln Division, effective on May 1, , [12] and for model year the
Lincoln-Zephyr was no longer a separate marque. It also had full instrumentation. The following
Lincoln-Zephyr heritage models were sold under Lincoln marque after Lincoln and were merged
for the model year:. When Lincoln resumed production after World War II the Zephyr name was
dropped [17] and the full-size luxury cars sold without a proper model name, known just by their
body styles - Sedan, Club Coupe, or Convertible Coupe - during the model years. Their
appearance was very similar to the contemporaneous Lincoln Continental coupe and
convertible. An electric clock was standard. The Zephyr was designed by John Tjaarda â€” ,
who was fascinated with airplanes, resulting in unibody construction [ citation needed ]
relatively light and rigid for its size and a drag coefficient of 0. The valve-in-block flathead
engine was quite compact, allowing a low hood. But like the V8 Fords of the era, the Zephyr V12
often suffered from hot spots due to exhaust passages through the cylinder block. In addition,
the earliest Zephyrs suffered from poor oil pressure, resulting in upgrades to the oil pump.
Suspension was Henry Ford-era transverse springs front and rear, with dead axle front and
torque tube rear, already quite outdated when the car was introduced. The Zephyr was the first
Ford product to have an all-steel roof, except the late Model AA truck. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Car model. Not to be confused with Ford Zephyr or Mercury Zephyr. Motor
vehicle. Retrieved Krause publications. The Cars of Lincoln-Mercury. Crestline Publishing Co.
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window switch is sure easy to get used to. However, in the life of a vehicle, there will come a
day, when pressing that switch fails to bring the desired result. A replacement is necessary in
order to avoid damaging other parts, such as the regulator, when you manually push and pull
the window into its desired position. After all, even though everybody knows that moving the
window by hand will pull it off its track or worse, with the hot sun beating through it or the cold
rain pouring in, it is difficult to resist pushing and pulling at the window. Our specialists here at
PartsGeek know what it's like to love your car, and so we are on a mission to help you find the
perfect AC Delco window switch. Your car's manufacturer sells dependable and sturdy vehicles,
but all cars have secondary systems that will on occasion cease functioning and need
replacement - our site has the replacement components your vehicle needs. Every vehicle has
different features which range from hood pads to hood struts. In most cases an automobile's
interior features are intended to improve a driver's convenience. A car's window is lowered and
raised via the window switch. If the window switch is depressed, it forces the window's motor to
switch on. Your window switch is a button that initiates the windows. A window switch is the
switch the driver can depress to raise and lower a car or truck's window. Window switches may
stop working over time because of constant use, moisture or corroded wiring. Our specialists
here at PartsGeek. If you buy a new vehicle, you are investing in a set of features that are only
as good as their parts. Today's car has been engineered to operate using a wide variety of
features. Because the typical commuter spends so much time in a vehicle, it is logical to install
add-ons that will make the miles more enjoyable. Window switches may stop working over time
because of frequent use, water damage or loose wiring. If a window switch is pushed, it forces
the electronic motor to switch on. The window switch is how car passengers force the car's
automatic windows to go up and down. The window switch is the switch that initiates the
windows. A vehicle's automatic window is raised or lowered by pushing the window switch. A
car or truck is only as good as its parts, such as the Beck Arnley window switch. When you buy
a Dorman window switch from the specialists here at PartsGeek, you can feel confident that you
are choosing the most premium parts at the best price. Since the normal commuter spends long
periods of time in his car, it is a good idea to purchase optional equipment that tends to make
the miles more enjoyable. Parts that offer a better ride could increase safety as well as handling.
There are a number of options on the market plus generic parts that can give additional
enjoyment to your commute. A window switch is how drivers make the vehicle's power
windows to go up and down. Your window switch starts the upward and downward motion of
the windows. Window switches may stop functioning over time because of frequent use, water
damage or loose wiring. When a window switch is pushed, it causes the electronic motor to turn
on. Your window switch is the car part that lowers and lifts the power windows. Hunting for a
dependable source for outstanding parts such as a Dorman window switch? Every car or truck
will need replacement components now and then, so when you need a Febi window switch,
PartsGeek. When you buy a new vehicle, you are paying for a set of features that are only as
good as their parts. Secondary systems of your car, though not critical to the smooth operation
of your vehicle, are nonetheless components you'll want to keep in perfect condition. There are
a plethora of options available in addition to inexpensive equipment that will add fun to the
commute. The window switch is the button the driver can push to lower and raise your car's
windows. Your window switch is how drivers make the car's windows to go up and down.
Window switches may stop working as time goes by due to constant use, water damage or
faulty wiring. The window switch is the button that initiates your power windows. A vehicle's
power window goes up and down via the window switch. Many times the most difficult thing
about restoring an older vehicle is looking for a reliable source of quality parts such as a Mopar
window switch. Components that offer a more deluxe ride can increase safety as well as
drivability. Minor elements of a car, while not absolutely required for the continued drivability of
your vehicle, are still elements you should preserve in perfect functioning. If you purchase a
new automobile, you are paying for a group of features that are only as good as their
components. Your window switch is the car part that initiates the power windows. Your
vehicle's power window is raised or lowered via the window switch. The window switch is the
button the passenger can press to move the car or truck's windows. If a window switch is

depressed, it causes the window motor to activate. Window switches may stop functioning over
time because of excessive use, water damage or faulty wiring. The perfect parts, like a Mopar
window switch, are just a few clicks away when you buy from PartsGeek. A car or truck is really
only as good as the parts it uses, such as a Replacement window switch. Minor systems of your
car, though not mandatory for the everyday operation of your car or truck, are still elements you
ought to keep in top condition. To take advantage of your new vehicle's newest features, you
need to use the highest quality parts. Though they might not be crucially important components
like your car's suspension, the minor components of your vehicle may be important to getting
the full pleasure from the vehicle you spend so much time and energy on. A window switch is
the button you press on to raise and lower the vehicle's windows. The car or truck's automatic
window goes up and down by pushing the window switch. A window switch is the device that
initiates the power windows. Window switches may stop functioning over time because of
excessive use, moisture or loose wiring. Your window switch initiates the downward and
upward movement of your windows. If you're in the market for a Replacement window switch,
repairing a car or truck with OEM quality parts will pay off in the long run. The specialists here
at PartsGeek understand what it's like to love your vehicle, and so we have made it our mission
to help you find the perfect Standard window switch. Innovative devices create a more
pleasurable ride. Your car's manufacturer manufactures reliable and robust cars, but all
vehicles have minor components that occasionally break or require attention - our site has the
replacement components your car or truck requires. The modern automobile is designed to
operate using many conveniences. Your window switch is the switch the passenger can
depress to raise and lower a vehicle's windows. Whenever the window switch is pressed, it
engages the window motor to switch on. A window switch is how we tell our automobile's
power windows to go up or down. A window switch initiates the up and down motion of your
window. A window switch is the car part that initiates the automatic windows. Your car or truck
is really only as good as the parts it uses, like a Standard window switch. To get unbeatable
satisfaction out of your car or truck, take a peek at a TRW window switch. Components that
make for an easier ride may increase safety plus overall operation. There are many different
options on the market plus inexpensive components that will add fun to your driving
experience. To truly take advantage of a new car's features, you will need to use top quality
replacement parts. Your window switch is the control you depress to lower and raise your car or
truck's windows. Whenever a window switch is pressed, it causes the electronic motor to
activate. The window switch is how car passengers make the car or truck's windows to raise or
lower. Your window switch starts the up and down motion of your windows. Window switches
may wear out over time due to frequent use, water damage or faulty wiring. Take advantage of
Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support
ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product.
See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure
PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Alfa Romeo. Land Rover. AC
Delco. DIY Solutions. Original Equipment. Standard Motor Products. BWD Automotive. Beck
Arnley. Dansk - JP Group. JP Group Dansk. OE Supplier. Pro Parts. Professional Parts Sweden.
VNE Automotive. Bumper Cover. Door Handle. Door Mirror Glass. Inner Fender Well. Window
Motor. Window Regulator. Click to Enlarge. Replacement Window Switch. Shipping Options:
Free Ground Shipping. Dorman Window Switch. Features: Fits, functions and matches the
appearance of the original switch for a perfect replacement every time Made from premium
materials for a long service life Original manufacturer quality Simulation and endurance tested
to ensure proper fit and performance. Genuine W Window Switch. Product SKU: W Shipping
Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Motorcraft SW Window Switch. Original Equipment W
Window Switch. Genuine 13 51 Window Switch. Product SKU: 13 51 Package Contents 1 Door
Window Switch. Read more reviews. Every thing was as I ordered. The parts came in a timely
manner. Great experience. Door window controller received on time and installed easy: Works
great. Fantastic Price. Catalog: E. Vehicle Body Dodge Ram Catalog: B. Vehicle Ford F Vehicle
Dodge Nitro. Catalog: A. Vehicle Mazda Miata. Vehicle Body Ford F Vehicle Body Chevrolet
Silverado Vehicle Volkswagen Beetle. Vehicle Porsche Catalog: F. Catalog: G. Vehicle Mercedes
SL Catalog: H. Vehicle Kia Sorento. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Vehicle Lincoln Town
Car. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: S. Vehicle Volvo VNL. Catalog: N. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car

dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

